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I  have served on GRIMOIRE for four years—its magic has more than served me. As in William Shakespeare’s 
THE TEMPEST, I  realize with this thirteenth edition’s completion, what could have been a barren island became a 
most luscious and fruitful place. It is an Eden I  do not wish to leave but must.
Twelve previous years of editors, staff, and contributors have provided spells to guide me, much like 
Prospero’s magic books. I  am much indebted to them all.
To our most proper advisor, Richard Lautz, who listened to my soliloquys and guided all o f us through this 
play to its finish, I  extend a thank you.
To a strong and productive editorial and general staff goes another thanks. We've worked this issue like a fine 
masque.
I f  I  am a Prospero of sorts, then GRIMOIRE is my Ariel. With this preface, I  break my mage’s staff. My 
wizardly books are passed on to my successors. And my final spell fu lfills my promise—I must free my Ariel.
Then to the elements 
Be free, and fare thee well!
The Tempest V  i
Kathleen L. Boyd 
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Apollo of Palo Alto 
(for Joe)
A New moon rises, trumpets late errogenous, 
Sounding Bay and all her sandy fingers,
Slipping into a comfortable fault of Primavera Eterna. 
Apollo, Atlantic-eyed, dandelioned-hair,
Rides in the seventh gear on silver gyrates 
Reversing tempus parvus then locus magnus.
Sundays, this early, beaches are Pre-Cambrian.
In tidal pools, like flash-hot mirrors,
Hysterical mermaids (who mistreat stars 
Until the suns scream like burning Eos),
Press shivering palms over swelling wombs, 
Desperate to recall their lover’s face hidden 
Behind their intangible virginity.
This Apollo from Palo Alto sings a symphonie,
(His third), to bring marine madonnas
Back to the surf, so he might wizard
Into a bottle-nose dauphin, then join
His green sea maidens flowered, gold and violet,
With anemone and starfish.
A ll mid-life, Medieval, And he,
Like Eulalie, does not actually cook,
But browns perfection under Sun’s 
Inquisition of these beaches—the wracking 
Of his mind for infinitives, for his own roots . . .
For the Humpbacks’ knowing of Infinity. . .
Oracles, lost in Delphi, never fulfill prophecy.
Hermit crabs, who’ve libraries overflowing 
With Beethoven, long for Apollo’s 
Song of Brahms beneath spilling waves.
Capiz sheels ring carillon in castles 
Packed of sand by merchild’s hands,
Then chill with the drowning of the sun.
Dripping from the final breach of time and wave,
He legs over his chariot’s saddle
To follow back the coast. Mermaids practice
Lullabies for unborn sleeping children—
Wheels hum, hiss, while he conducts cyclic 
Orchestrations of sun-boiled seas.
Kathy Boyd
Platonic Monologue: A  Left-handed Love Poem
for
P.A.J.
I remember when I was a little boy 
It would get so hot 
In the city
That I could watch the heat 
Rising off the tacky asphalt 
In waves like misty curls 
And my mother would buy me 
An ice cream cone
I remember how cool the ice cream felt 
Bobsledding down my throat 
And how
Succumbing to the summer day 
That mound of chocolate chill 
Would melt in tiny rivers 
The drops
Slithering like sticky sweet snakes 
Down my hands
That was half the fun
I remember how it chased the heat away
Like standing in front of
The refrigerator
With the door open
Or like somehow
Being able to roll
In brand new snow
In the middle of August
And I remember what it was like to be 
A wide-smiling six year old 
With my pudgy fingers 
Sugar-glued together
And I remember how very much 
I loved my ice cream cone 
And how hard I wished 
I could make it last forever
And I love you so much, much more.
Sal Lanzalone
Missing Persons
Are persons the same when gone from view?
Of course, detail is first crystal sharp, each facet known, 
but persons are missing every hour, every two.
Or three. And how many persons left - we stop counting at “a few.” 
Their forms fray and roughen down to the bone 
of memory. Are they still the same to you?
I understood that persons have limits, lives to pursue.
Yet in a chilly mist I was alone 
with a missing person I hardly knew,
at least by the letters that later arrived, miscued.
Each dark velvet stroke blurred your breezy tone.
Am I the same to you?
Eventually, after clasping time rose-tipped and somber-hued,
I may find you again in a crumbling portrait or crusty stone, 
while you breathe the graceful, immortal age of my missing - who?
I can admit, now, the sameness of your view: 
do you wonder about me, has the memory gone, 
am I the same to you?
It doesn’t matter, my missing friend - I must be missing, too.
Kathy Belin
Johnny
. . . and we’d sneak into Johnny’s garage. 
There we blew the best rings ever, 
even two at a time- 
by putting a finger over our lips.
Those rings
would just hang there
forever,
drifting and bending, 
and finally breaking 
up towards the rafters,
Where he’d tied a rope 
and his feet dangled . . .
Steven Ennis
Native American
I am
the American Dream, 
the Cadillac on your lot 
a quick sale for a cheap price.
I ’m the stain 
on your colonial linens, 
and I always 
tip my barber 
with beads and maize.
I ’m coming at you 
on your T.V. screen.
I’ll paint my face, 
put feathers through my headband, 
and scream for your war, 
but I ’ll smoke your dope 
for peace . . . 
if you rid my TP floor
of the ants and cockroaches crawling there. 
I ’m sitting in the bull, 
facing this like an American Indian . . . 
getting drunk 
signing the treaty.
Steven Ennis
THE FULL CIRCLE
Jetzt der Kreise ist “ complete” 
the weak have become strong 
the strong have become weak
We enter with such certainty 
only to end up dazed and confused 
The buffalo, normally a peaceful beast 
feels the rage mounting 
yet is held at bay
by something wonderful in it’s power 
overwhelming in it’s beauty
Is it Beatrice? No, says I.
Beatrice is dead.
For it was a long youth ago 
when we both intertwined spirits 
A ll that’s left are the mental photos 
of a flowered youth.
“For when we came back from the hyacinth garden, 
your arms full and your hair wet . . .
I could not speak, My eyes failed 
and I was neither living nor dead; 
looking into the heart of light, the silence.”
For it was a flowered youth ago, 
when the two became one 
and there we rejoiced in that truth 
that youth.
Now it’s gone 
not shattered
but a lonely empty void loneliness 
which is heaven and hell in its essence.
And yet what about 2der Leute 3das Mensch?
4(Ach Ich bin ein Quatch!!)
At the risk of infamy I shall respond 
- Are they worthy of some sheilige redemption?
Yes and No.
For I have seen the worst and the best-
I have seen the evil one incarnate
and I have seen holy angels in all their majesty.
Oh you majestic women, so full of pomp and modernism 
deride the ancient mores and then practice antiquity.
But then what’s right for, good for me 
for you 
for us?
6
Oh you male animals, so gentleman, so cool 
so cavalier
the only door you’ll open for a woman is the bedroom door, 
you vile scum.
For I am a condemned man, waiting out life 
on life’s death row.
The cold dark fear which grips me is the uncertainty 
of life’s death.
I fear I shall suffer death by water.
I shall drown and suffocate in this cold, dewy, morning air.
And on that Evil Judgement Day.
that Lucifer will clash with the God, the most holy
And I shudder with fear
I grow cold with uncertainty
Oh God show me a sign
Give me neon impossible lights
Fire and Water
Fire and Brimstone.
Joseph Diorio
1 - Now the circle is . . .
2 - Leute - people
3 - Mensch - population
4 - Ach, Ich bin . . .  - Oh, I am a dummy!
5 - heilige - holy
M ASQUERADE
Mask made of smiles 
Slips off and exposes 
The man crying for love - 
How ignorant we are to pick it up 
And hand it to its owner 
Who accepts it; he knows 
We’ve accepted the disguise 
As a part of him,
But no one will accept the tears - 
They’re only real.
Bernice Kates
November: a tanka
A dented pewter 
bowl, brushed dull, inverts over 
sooty brick and slate: 
a thin wind unmoves bare twigs 
and blows the traffic about.
Lori Schwabenbauer
cold
Lightening as the pre-winter dawn begins to crease the sky 
Silent
Except for the passing of occasional cars 
whose noisy horsepower is muffled 
by the pre-dawn colding.
Silence dissipates as morning people
turn over to muffle the alarms
set so assiduously the night just past.
Footsteps violate the insensate chill of 
concrete sidewalks-
Whose early morning cough dares to penetrate 
the pre-dawn chill?
Letting the curtain fall back into place 
I withdraw from the grating transition 
as activity supplants the nighttime silences.
When I rouse again it will be light.
Barbara Ackerman

Cakeplate
When I was a child,
I went to Vienna with my mother.
I remember the Great Palace,
where tiny watercolors were framed with solid gold 
by his highness, the Emperor Franz Josef, 
because they had been done by his children.
I saw the Opera House too, 
and asked why it had a green top.
Mother said the roof was made of copper,
and when copper roofs got old,
they turned a sickening shade of green.
I also remember sitting at dinner
in a little cafe near the Parkhotel Schonbrun,
along the busy Ringstrasse,
and eating a piece of chocolate cake,
nearly the color of coal.
It was very rich. And bitter.
It gave me a bellyache.
Mother told me it was a Sacher Torte, 
a famous chocolate pastry, 
made first and best in Vienna.
Such a fine confection!
Only the chocolate cake 
and the bellyache it gave me 
remain vivid in my mind now.
I snicker when friends relate their experiences in Vienna.
Each tale is different,
yet always one episode is common:
the consumption of a dark chocolate cake.
I suspect each one turned as green 
as the roof of the Opera House 
because he ate that lousy cake.
And I bet each one got a bellyache.
No one ever tells the truth 
about the taste of Sacher Torte.
It’s bitter. It gives people bellyaches.
Like the artwork of the Emperor’s offspring, 
it is framed with undeserving gold.
Franz Josef duped himself into believing 
his children were great artists.
Too often bitter cake is believed sweet as well.
Carol Lee Taylor
Recollections of a Midwestern W ASP
Reflecting upon the years 
When I was a political acrobat;
Tumbling from party to party;
Walking a tightrope delicately balanced from left to right—
Proclaiming myself master of civil disobedience 
When I tried to vote for both Adlai and Ike simultaneously; 
Being disbanded from my family several years later 
For calling my father a Sputnik.
Yet we were so much alike—
Kruschev haters, Cold War debators,
Blind to our nation’s mistakes;
Definitive patriots to the bitter end . . . .
And what a bitter end it was
Watching television through tearswept eyes 
Clenching angry American fists 
Which shook at the news of Kennedy’s death—Shot 
Defenseless, like a target drawn on a tree.
My beliefs and visions sank 
Like pigs in a bay.
Distant voices of the children in the barn 
Remind me of my current middle-aged concerns:
Clothes to be cleaned, milk to be poured, dinner getting cold 
Wheat to be sold.............
Tom Eckert
CABIN  FEVER
A quiet fire and your eyes glowed
with the starry visitation of unclued wisdom.
Not only a girl, you were a look
at blue skies crowning the pine trees in Jersey.
This meeting was a miracle,
a table of elements, a marine adventure,
a physicist’s dappling in particle beauty.
But if I had looked with enough bravery
at the way your eyes curved the space
round me at the Talisman Bar,
sending that dark-haired lad into your pull, . . .
Wisdom, in its severest form 
wrought what little imagination 
from a moon-shrouded evening 
and left it stuffed atop the bar with 
marble-like vision.
And you came up here and addressed this village 
I chose to live in like a tropical storm 
on a perfect Saturday afternoon:
A ll wind, eyes lined with dark, 
a coveted pre and post calm,
and you,
you tried to tell me how to clean this dirt floor, 
this dusty mantlepiece.
I found myself wishing for rain again, 
so you could count the leaks.
Michael Carneglia
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Monkey See
Big simian Daddy 
Perches secure on the fence, feels 
the weight of the world he cradles, 
Examines it, rapt, 
shoulders hunched with a sublime 
responsibility—
Whether to 
hold it secure, or 
send it into a brief half-orbit, or 
deem it ripe for destruction . . .
And Junior
perches behind him, hunches 
over a decaying fragment 
of another fallen star, 
examines it, looking grave—
Preparing, perhaps, for the day 
when he, too, will achieve supreme being.
Lori Schwabenbauer
CEMETERY IN  WINTER
(Visions of the aftermath of the winnable nuclear war)
Thin-fingered trees point to skies
too high for cries
to reach Bony branches
frame barren graves
marching along
in symmetry & monotone.
Leaves,
unleashed, scrape monuments to lives,
expired. Earth’s face
submits to Winter’s breath
clasping her in cold caress
She lies
Pocked.
Hardened.
Dry. Not even 
memory survives.
Here,
without laughter light or single tear 
grows numbing fear with 
secret shared: Only Life
plucks death from despair.
Fasaha Mvumbuzi
An Argo sailed till 
a scream rose from Medea 
bleeding myth to life.
Kathy Boyd
Your shaky hand sends 
the bouquet’s pin in my heart; 
I smile and pretend.
Kathy Belin
Just Like a Woman 
(with apologies to Bob Dylan)
Look up she said 
and smile at me 
From across the room 
For no reason
Touch my hand 
in the car
When we’re waiting 
at a red light
Give me you’re eyes 
when you’re happy 
and you know 
I’m not
Rub your fingers 
gently on my back 
when you know 
I’m afraid
Hold me close
at night
just because
you like the smell of me
But please don’t tell me you love me
Sal Lanzalone
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Mirage of the Mind
Solid resistance in a material existence;
An obstruction unaltered by our mental persistence. 
Society a mosaic mirage 
In the eyes of the mind,
Inwardly refusing to look.
A spectral illusion where we rest the confusion of 
a tired and purposeless life.
Right and wrong,
The moral norm,
Designed to oppress the freedom in you. 
Cold-hearted concepts.
Inhuman abstracts -
The silhouette of society is sketched.
From social visions come predestined decisions; 
Conclusions inaudibly reached.
Our form and function they discover.
Attach their reasons,
Foreshadow like the seasons,
Our doom as yet to become.
The self-righteous ones,
Selling out each as though none,
Echo always the communal call:
Do unto thy neighbors as you would want done - 
And so convince the weak around you.
Yet they spare not a gesture,
Relieve not a heart.
And in turn they rise 
With burning eyes 
Of hatred and ill-will;
For their prejudice and fear and ignorance 
Walk forever hand-in-hand.
The religious minds,
Praising token symbols 
Of gratitude and help.
They shroud our vision with indecision,
For it is not truth but obscurity they prolong,
Under the illiberal auspices of the holy norm.
Offer salvation in a lifeless station,
Their mentality is alive in nothing but death.
So the powerful elevate,
The less fortunate deviate,
From the unequal conditions 
And almighty social convictions,
Transfigured by society
As our inflexible position of life.
The rich become richer,
More powerful and removed.
The poor become desperate,
Answering to the few.
And each in turn forgoes some ruin,
For fear of finding the condition deep within.
A ll preordained?
External reinforcement persists unchallenged and 
unexplained.
Inhuman convictions we choose to retain: 
Indiscriminate integration,
Our personality empirically perceived.
The knowledge that we fear,
Is the weapon to be used against us.
In search of the truth 
And a fate of our own, 
the solution we find - 
Though selfishly aligned - 
Is a matter of introspection.
A reality ever So painfully pure.
Glenn R. McDonald
Dear Mr. President
I can 
not go 
to war;
my mother 
needs me,
and it 
is snowing.
Helene Kates
FOR THE WOMEN  
(Myrtle Scott and Aunt Emma)
This community
rough, tough-textured, limping
along under broken-winged dreams;
enduring, sometimes soaring, despite muffled
meaning and unending shuffle
between rocks and hard places,
learning, somehow, to live in
the between. Learning to love
beauty, to make beauty, from this narrow
strip of spirit we have staked out as our own.
The women 
graceful guardians 
close fists around
this spirit, shield & nourish it/impervious to 
fancy footwork, fatigue, empty faces, selfishness, 
stunted lives, sly smiles, always insults, young ingrates, 
angry words and 
the snatched purse
They sit, they rock, 
watching, future-fastened, 
tending tattered cloth.
It is smoothed down with nervous hands
tucked in, pinched off, scrubbed up, repaired 
by these legions of caretakers, 
taking care.
They are waiting.
Fasaha Mvumbuzi

Animal Auction
“Just look at all this dust!”Doris Grader brushed 
off the grimy bleacher with her monogrammed 
handkerchief. “You’d think they’d clean up this old 
barn if they were planning to have people in it!”
Her friend, Evelyn Daily, was too worn out from 
her climb over the mountain of wooden benches to 
notice or care about dust. As soon as she finished 
neatly stacking her packages on the floor, she’d have 
time to look around.
“ I don’t know, Doris.” She absently tucked a fold 
of gold cloth into a white bag scripted ‘Sew and Sew 
Shop.’ “You’ve got to admit, it is charming.”
Doris’ bracelets jangled in disbelief, her Kiss-me- 
Pink lips parted in surprise.
“Evelyn, the countryside is charming. The farms 
are charming. The houses, the animals, and the little 
Amish girls with their cute tiny bonnets are all 
charming! Not this place! You’d think the people 
running this auction would clean it up! I mean, 
farmers have wives! Why can’t they just take off a 
day or two and just clean! I mean, just look at that!” 
Her pink painted fingertips pointed to four rusted 
wall fans shrouded in filmy cobwebs.
“Obviously they haven’t been used in years and 
I ’ll bet they’ve no intention of using them either! And 
no air conditioning! Can you just imagine in the 
summer? I mean, if you’re going to have a room full 
of people, you’ve just got to have air conditioning!
I don’t know how we ever managed to get along 
without it before Jim had our unit installed.”
“ I suppose we’ve been spoiled with it.”
Evelyn had not been as fortunate as Doris.
The Dailys were the last family on the block to get a 
central air conditioning unit and most of the 
neighbors were tactful enough to bring up the subject 
subject in Evelyn’s company.
“You know, the country does seem like a nice 
place to live.” Doris quickly changed the subject to 
avoid embarrassing her friend. “But I don’t know if I 
could stand it without the conveniences of the city.” 
Evelyn was silent as she watched two small 
Amish children climbing the bleachers with their 
parents close behind, guarding them from a possible 
fall. How simple their life was! Working, teaching, 
and socializing all within the the territory of their 
own farm. Evelyn’s life of routine was far more 
complex. Each day was pretty much as the last. 
Getting up early every morning to make her husband 
and children a nutritious breakfast of cold cereal that 
they wouldn’t have time to eat. Doing the day’s 
housework before her shift at the local card store 
began at noon. (A ll the neighborhood ladies had part- 
time jobs. It was supposed to pacify their passions for 
their long-lost careers.) Getting home in time to make 
a supper that at least one member of the family would 
complain about. Spending the evening hours in front
of the TV or trying to improve her mind by reading 
one of her romantic novels that always made her cry 
and finally going to bed early. It wasn’t easy being a 
slave to a clock.
Today, though, was different. She and Doris were 
set free from their daily routines and “ got away from 
it all” for the day. They left their comfortable 
Northeast Philadelphia homes early in the morning 
and enjoyed a day at Reading factory outlets, hunting 
for bargains that weren’t really bargains, but it was 
fun to tell everybody so. They picked at their Quiche 
Lorraine lunches, reminded each other what horrible 
things they were doing to their figures, and casually 
forgot their families by remembering how Peter 
would forget to take his vitamin and how Jim would 
wind up burning the meatloaf. Finally, on a whim, 
they drove over to Ephrata where the McCullon’s, the 
neighborhood campers, had told them of an unusual 
barn where animal auctions took place. Since unusual 
things were ‘in’ with the neighborhood (as were 
Smurf kiddie parties and aerobic dancing), it was 
only natural that she and Doris found themselves 
seated in a dusty barn with a straw and manure 
covered floor, suffering with the stench of animal 
waste.
“ So smelly!” Doris was complaining again. “And 
the noise!” Once again the rosy tips of her nails 
pointed toward an endless conveyer belt of boxed 
chickens, pigeons, rabbits, and ducks, all screeching 
and squawking from fear or excitement or both. “Oh, 
look at that woman! Isn’t her skin just awful! She 
needs lots of moisturizer to soften her face lines."
Evelyn found the lady among the crowd of wooden 
crates. True, her face was hardened by the years of 
merciless wind and sun, but there was something 
unusually fresh about her. Like silky wheat, she was 
a product of the earth. Somehow this woman was 
more of this world than she or Doris.
“Do you really think so?” It was too late. Doris 
was already making a face at an old man who had 
stubbornly planted himself next to her.
“Sir,” Doris did not waste time removing the 
blemish from her dustless territory. “ I need that seat 
for my packages. Would you mind moving?”
The old man narrowed one eye. His skin was 
tanned by earth which had seeped into his pores. He 
wore a brown hat, shirt, slacks and shoes with such 
naturalness that it was evident that his world of 
elements was far more realistic than the ladies’ own 
cosmetic one. Evelyn childishly sat straighter and 
folded her hands. She was dealing with father nature 
himself.
“Nothin’ wrong with puttin’ them bags on the 
floor. Plenty of room down there. I ’ve been sittin’ here 
since this auction got started and I don’t mean to lose 
my seat to a couple of old bags!”
Doris inhaled heavily through her teeth. Evelyn 
knew this sound well. Doris often did it when a 
teacher gave one of her children a bad grade or when 
she was reminded that her husband was a truck 
driver and not a sales distributor.
“He’s got nerve!” Doris continued her hissing.
“Old bags indeed! I mean, we were here first.
Whatever happened to chilvalry? We are ladies! Not 
common farm labor!” Her dentist-white teeth were 
now freckled from her inhaling.
Evelyn quietly stared at her folded hands, careful 
to avoid the old man’s glaring eyes. She was not as 
bold as Doris and was sensitive to any gesture of 
disapproval. As a child, she refused to whistle 
because it would make the Virgin Mary cry. She still 
felt odd about whistling. Now she felt slightly 
ashamed (as all good Catholic girls should). Ashamed 
of her salon permed Lady Di, plastered with 
hairspray. Ashamed of the pink and blue bags 
containing a fanciful gold belt (the latest rage of the 
neighborhood) with shoes to match. She felt as self- 
conscious as a six-year-old girl forced to wear her 
older brother’s raincoat. She was a plastered figure, 
out of place in the old man’s natural world. His eyes 
told her that she was what every woman deeply 
feared. She was a lady, but not a woman. She was a 
cosmetic product of the city. Real women grew from 
the soil of the country.
By now, Doris had stopped her hissing. The old 
man was just another one of the country’s discomforts 
that one simply had to put up with.
“Look!” A  young man stepped up to the booth 
heading the animal line and covered an old micro­
phone with a sun-whitened handkerchief. “ I guess it’s 
going to start. Adele McCullon said it was very 
fascinating. After putting up with all this, I hope 
she’s right!”
Evelyn hoped so too. After all, there was nothing 
spectacular about a long row of whining animals or 
the flock of farmers trotting about the animal crates, 
craning their goose-necks to determine the best 
livestock buy. Evelyn could not understand the reason 
for all of the excitement. You’d think they were 
auctioning off priceless Oriental rugs or vases! 
Animals seemed almost worthless. They were so 
abstract. You could examine crystal for cracks and 
check the transparency of china, but an animal . . .? 
One chicken looked as good as the next and as long as 
they all wound up in the same place (the butcher’s 
freezer in the local Acme) what interest could they 
possibly be of to her?
“Allrightfolks!” The auctioneer’s voice crackled 
like lightning over the P.A. system. “We’reabout to 
begin. Highestbid getsit. Cash only!”
Doris twisted her crayon colored mouth.
“Did you understand what he said? I couldn’t 
make out anything at all!”
Evelyn could not answer her friend. It was the old 
farmer who now held her interest. His earthy skin 
glowed like Lancastrian farmland in autumn. He 
seemed to feed on each breath of straw and manure- 
country smells- and had grown like a packet of seeds 
into a field fruitful with produce. Evelyn was vaguely 
reminded of her second grade catechism book. There 
was always a glow around the holy figures that she 
and her friends often colored in with the Autumn Gold
Crayola Crayon. She was such a religious child. Her 
life in the Church, though, had gone down hill since 
grade school. She was far too busy to worry about 
prayer. God had become as abstract as the animals on 
the floor.
“Firstupthreehens! ”
A  fat, boy-faced farmer proudly held up three 
screaming chickens by their wings. His well-kept- 
hog smile showed his pleasure of having such an 
important role in such an important event. Evelyn 
guessed that the auction was the social event of the 
week.
“Ugh!” Doris scowled in her middle class moral 
way. “How can they possibly hurt those poor birds 
like that? I mean, even animals have some sort of 
feelings! How would you like to be manhandled like 
that?”
The old man narrowed his eye at Doris. It was the 
very same look Evelyn’s fifth grade nun had used to 
give silent reprimands for whispering in line when 
the class had a visitor. In her fifth-grade fashion, 
Evelyn stared at her white sandals and listened to the 
noiseless chastisement in the old man’s country 
voice. These animals ain’ for pamperin’. Nor are they 
jus’ for fancin’ up some rich folks hous’ an’ yard. 
Farm animals are food! They’re a way of livin ’. A  way 
of earnin’ a body’s way ina worl’.
Evelyn awkwardly drew her knees together and 
rolled her shoulders, embarrassed to have ever 
viewed animals in abstraction. How silly of her! How 
silly of Doris! Still, she forced her eyes to return to 
the auction and tried to straighten her back. She was 
not easily given to humility.
“Dolladolladolla? Dollfif’ty? Dollfi’tydollfi’ty? 
Onesven’ty f i ’? Onesven’ty f i ’ onesventy fi’? Two 
dolla? Twotwo? Two fi ’ty? Two fi ’ty Youbought 
itupinableacha’s for two dolla’.”
The wooden crate was passed up to a bearded 
blonde man with the same tanned skin as the old man. 
He vaguely resembled one of the twelve apostles in 
the picture of the Last Supper that hung on the wall 
overlooking Evelyn’s diningroom table. The painting 
frightened Evelyn. The picture constantly reminded 
her of the betrayal of Christ. She, thanks to her 
Catholic upbringing, felt partly responsible. The nuns 
were always telling her that it was her sins, not the 
evil men, that crucified Jesus. She never liked the 
painting, but since it was a wedding gift, she kept it 
around. Doris meanwhile had been desperately trying 
to follow the bidding.
“He got it! I didn’t even see him bidding! I mean, 
how does the auctioneer know who’s bidding? And for 
two dollars? That’s so inexpensive! With the price of 
food these days, these farmers ought to be ashamed of 
themselves!”
“Raisin’ chickens ain’ so easy.” The old man’s 
sprouting into the conversation annoyed Doris all 
the more. Not only did he constantly eavesdrop, but 
he had the nerve to contradict her. Doris started 
hissing again.
“What’s to raising a couple of chickens? You feed 
them twice a day and let them peck about an old 
barnyard!”
“They ain’ so good birds.” The old man ignored 
Doris. “Too much muscle. A in ’ too tender.”
Evelyn strained to see the chickens sold in the
last bidding. The old man’s eyes must be very sharp 
to size up those hens from this distance. Too sharp, in 
fact, for Evelyn. She got the feeling that he heard and 
saw almost everything.
“But they’re healthy!” Doris was determined not 
to lose this debate. “ And I know for a fact that that 
holds top priority among animals. I mean, it’s the 
same in the city! No decent mother wants her kids 
running around in all types of weather, eating junk 
food, and playing in the dirt! The idea is to keep them 
healthy!”
It was the unspoken rule of motherhood. To have 
a dirty child was almost, well, sinful! The old cliche 
was drummed into her memory since childhood: 
cleanliness is next to Godliness!
“Ain ’ done me no harm.” The old man had put in 
his final shot. Doris was insulted.
“Now, just what did he mean by that! I ’m telling 
you, I can’t understand these people! Dirt never did 
him any harm! Look at him! He couldn’t get clean if 
he scrubbed himself for a week! That dirt must be into 
his blood by now!”
But the old man was cleaner than Evelyn or Doris 
would ever be. He was baptised by the soil, making 
him a fresher and more natural man than any of the 
city executives who showered daily. How many 
mothers prayed that their children would grow up to 
become successful doctors, lawyers, or accountants? 
Clean work in a clean office with personal lives filthy 
as the littered alleys behind the corporate buildings.
While these ideas were implanted into Evelyn’s 
field of thought, Doris had excitedly figured out the 
bidding procedure.
“Evelyn! It’s all so simple! I don’t know why I 
couldn’t catch on sooner! A ll you’ve got to do is just 
jump up and wave your hand and you’ve made a bid! I 
can’t wait to try it!” An eager Doris glanced at the 
variety of crates and boxes trying to decide what to 
test her newfound power on.
“Doris,” Evelyn was hesitant, “ you’re not really 
going to try it, are you? What in the world could you 
possibly do with a duck in the city?”
“Don’t be ridiculous. Lots of people have pets.”
“Don’t you think it’s a little cruel to tie a wild 
animal down in the city?”
“Look, Eve. I ’m actually doing those animals a 
favor. They’d all wind up in the slaughtering house 
anyway. I ’m giving them a chance to have a nice old 
age.”
“Still, I don’t think it’s right . . . look, what about 
money?”
“Oh, for heaven’s sake! These animals go cheap! 
Didn’t you just see that box of forty chicks that went 
for one dollar? It’s not as though I ’m going to buy a 
cow or something!”
“Doris, seriously, I wish you wouldn’t.”
Doris finally stopped sizing up the animals and 
paid attention to her friend. Her lips were scraped 
clean of the cakey pink paint and only the red outline 
of the lip liner remained.
“What in the world has gotten into you, Evelyn?
You really don’t want me to bid, do you? Look, it’s not 
a slave auction! I ’m not bidding on another person’s 
life! They’re only animals, for God’s sake!”
Doris meant to console her friend, but her words 
pushed Evelyn into an irrational panic. They’re only
animals, she told herself. Only animals. They’d wind 
up dead, anyway, for someone’s dinner. Their feathers 
used to stuff an expensive pillow. Their pelts used to 
make rabbit jackets that teenage girls wore to accent 
their designer jeans and blue eye shadow. Only 
animals. Only animals! ONLY ANIMALS! The phrase 
squawked annoyingly in her mind over and over 
again like a rooster in the morning. The crates and 
boxes on the floor screeched the warning of Gabriel’s 
trumpet. It was Judgment Day in the old barn.
“At least wait a while.” Perhaps Doris might 
forget the idea. Perhaps . . . perhaps. What was the 
use? Evelyn was just bargaining for time she would 
not know what to do with.
“ Of course I will. I want to get used to the auction 
a bit more. Besides, I don’t see anything that interests 
me just yet.”
“ Onedrake! Fi’dolla? Fi’dolla?”
Evelyn nervously watched the line of animals 
make its way to auctioneer’s booth - the judges’ 
stand. Two hens. Five pegeons. One turkey - all set 
up on the block for bidding, watching with eyes - some 
dull, some frightened - the beings in the stands called 
humans who were fighting for their possession. She 
glanced anxiously at Doris with deep fear. Her 
companion’s stare salivated after the precious 
beauties passing before her. Would this be it? Evelyn 
jumped when a chicken, squirming out of the fat 
farmer’s hands, flew across the crowd in some wild 
hope of returning to its familiar ground. The laughter 
of the crowd mixed with her own feelings. What she 
would give to be safe in her Philadelphia home and 
away from these people who seemed to manipulate 
her emotions.
“ Onerabbit!”
The farmers on the floor drew closer to the 
auctioneer’s booth to examine the animal. Even the 
fat farmer showed a bit more respect as he handled 
the rodent. It was a fine rabbit - large and healthy 
with a charcoal coat that gleamed like a lone sheath 
of wheat in a sunkissed field. Its eyes, like Evelyn’s, 
expressed only fear and confusion. Evelyn knew that 
this was an exceptional animal. The old man knew 
it too. ‘Twas good for breedin’ purposes with a good 
pelt that could later be sold and provide a fresh rabbit 
feast for supper. Only a nature man could get so 
much for so little, and the neighborhood was always 
looking for ways to stretch a dollar.
"That is one beautiful bunny rabbit.” Doris had 
quickly become an expert on animals. One lesson 
made her a pro. “ It’ll make a nice birthday present for 
Peter. I mean, you know how he’s always wanted a 
rabbit.”
“ Oh, Doris! You’re not serious! What could you 
possibly do with a rabbit.”
The old man gave Doris his usual evil look. Not 
many words passed by his sharp ears.
“Tain’ no place for a rabbit, in the city.”
Doris disgustedly ignored him.
“Seriously though, I think it would make a 
wonderful gift. At least here you know what you’re 
getting. I mean, it’s healthy! It won’t die in three days 
like the rabbits you get at the pet store.”
“Any animal dies when it ain’ happy.” The old 
man was mumbling again. “Put any critter in any 
environment that ain’ natural an’ it’ll die too. Can’t
conform!”
“Nonsense! If I can learn to adjust to my 
surroundings, like this old barn, so can a rabbit!”
“ It dies if it ain’ happy.”
“You speak in such circles!” Doris was nearly 
shouting. It didn’t really matter. It was the old man’s 
turn to ignore her.
Evelyn though had heard the old man’s message 
clearly. He was speaking of her. Her and her in- 
ground pool, her once-a-week bridge club, her little 
troubles that made her life so meaningful. She 
hunched her shoulders a bit more.
“Dolladolladollafi? Dollafi’ty? Dollaf’ty?”
The bidding had begun. Doris raised her 
manicured hand and daintily waved at the auctioneer.
“Dollafi’ty! Two? Two?”
The old farmers arm sprouted up like a tomato 
plant - strong and determined. Doris started her awful 
hissing again. Evelyn, caught in an emotional tide, 
worriedly looked from one to the other, unsure of who 
to side with, i f  she should decide to choose a side.
“Twodollatwodolla! Two fi ’ty? Twofi’ty?”
Doris and the old man continued their gentle 
wheat stalk waves.
“Twofi’ty! Three! Threefi’ty?
“Please Doris!” Evelyn was near hysteria. “Please 
don’t do this!”
“Be quiet!” A ll the lipstick had been sucked off of 
Doris’ lips, revealing a small, stubborn, dull red 
mouth. “Do you have any idea how much these 
rabbits go for in the city?”
Evelyn desperately watched the two waving. It’s 
only an animal, she told herself. Only an animal. 
Somehow that didn’t help.
"Fo’Fo?”
The soft waving became as rigorous as 
windshield wipers at high speed. Doris and the old 
man were on their feet and continued their ardent 
bidding. Evelyn heard mumbles of disapproval 
through the crowd. The pair had already over-bid. No 
animal was worth that much. Or was it?
“Fo fi’ty? Fofi’ty? Five! Fivedollafivedolla?”
Only an animal . . . Evelyn pulled in her 
shoulders and stared at the prized rabbit in an 
attempt to block out Doris and the old man. The 
animal was frightened, confused, and, yes, curious. 
Who would its master be? Who would control its life? 
The clouds of cigarette smoke which had drifted up 
from the floor formed a transparent halo around 
Evelyn’s hazy head. Through her smoke tears, Evelyn 
watched the dream-like figures of her friend and the 
farmer wrestling for . . . only an animal.
“Fi’fity? Fi’fity? Six!”
The old man hestitated. For an instant, his 
narrowed eyes softened at Evelyn, but were 
immediately hardened by Doris’ wheezing.
“Six? Six?”
Doris confidently continued her bidding. No Doris, 
Evelyn thought, please no . . . but pleading meant 
nothing to a woman like Doris. Once as a child, she 
had actually struck back at a nun who tried to punish
her for speaking out of turn. Evelyn did not possess 
the same amount of nerve.
“S ixfi’ty? Six’fity?”
The auctioneer looked hopefully at the old man 
who had slowly returned to his seat shaking his head. 
A  brown cornstalk withered by a violent storm.
“You bought it upinableachasforsix’fity!”
“Wonderful!” Doris happily picked up her black 
leather clutch and searched for her wallet. “Peter is 
going to absolutely adore this rabbit, don’t you think 
so? I mean it really is . . . oh, dear, here comes the 
crate . . . four dollars . . . five dollars . . Doris 
carefully plucked the silver quarters from her change 
purse. “ I ’ve just got to get rid of this change, I mean, I 
have so much. It’s such a pain, don’t you think so?
One second, sir! Eve, I only have five dollars and 
sixty cents in change, w ill you be a dear and lend me 
forty cents? Just your loose change . . . ”
“ Sure Doris . . . ” Still a bit foggy, Evelyn 
absentmindedly pulled out four dimes from her 
handbag. The old man watched as the coins changed 
hands. He no longer resembled the reprimanding nun 
of her childhood, but his eyes held all the 
disappointment of the mother who catches her 
favorite child in a lie. He paused for a moment and 
then rose to make his way down the bleachers.
Oh my God, thought Evelyn, what have I done?
He looks as though he’s lost his best friend.
“What’s the matter Eve! Why are you sulking?”
As usual, Doris inquired of her friend’s well being 
with the same amount of interest as when she replied 
‘That’s nice, dear’ to her children’s neighborhood and 
school gossip. “ I thought you’d be happy for me.”
“ I ’m sorry . . . ” Evelyn watched the old man 
leaning on several shoulders for support. She had the 
money. Why didn’t she just outbid Doris? Oh, God, 
she said to herself, I ’m sorry . . .
Doris piled her packages on the newly vacant seat 
into some kind of pyramid-shaped trophy.
“ I guess I showed him! That’ll take him down off 
his high horse! Now maybe he’ll have some respect 
for the ways of the city!”
How foolish Doris was . . . and she’d never know 
it.
The old man shuffled past the crates and out the 
barn doors.
The auction no longer held any special magic for him. 
He had lost his seat. He had lost the rabbit. The 
glowing figure that had come to life in the barn would 
never return.
“Now,” Doris was cooing to her furry black 
captive. “We are going to take you home and feed you 
some nice lettuce and carrots and you’re going to 
adjust just fine!”
The rabbit already kicked uncomfortably in Doris’ 
arms. The sheen of its coat did not appear as bright as 
before. Its eyes no longer showed its fear but 
expressed dull doom.
And Evelyn’s eyes were blinded by the reflection 
of silver coins in her open change purse.
Constance Cuper
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Sharing you with all the world, 
with every pauper’s tale or widow’s woe, 
with every honest grief 
and every not-so-honest griever,
Isn’t going to be easy.
But I ’ll take the pain for the kiss at night 
And the touch between tragedies.
Barbara Ackerman
The sand blows in the breeze coming in from across the waves 
and shifts as the lonely shells 
tumble and slowly scatter across the empty beach:
A weatherworn station stands guard over the loneliness 
as a gull or two wheels in the breeze 
and glides close to the froth flung skyward by the waves. 
The chill becomes icy as the sky darkens 
and the loneliness intensifies 
as the sun sinks and leaves dusk to spread over the water: 
Loneliness envelopes the beach
and soulessness impregnates the air.
The weatherworn station stands alone and lonely, 
guarding emptiness . . .
Barbara Ackerman
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Deep blue ocean depths 
Waves caressing endless sands 
Ocean Breezes sigh.
Regina Winn
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Playing With Time
We, who are fair and lithe of limb 
with silken skin and colored hair, 
drink our youth like a glass of water 
while we watch the old people crumble, 
embracing ourselves for such fertile bodies, 
our flowering features, and turn our backs 
to Time, tasking it to make us humble.
Time has jumped at man from the first 
sunset seen by human eyes, and a stranger 
will jump at each of us when not expected, 
holding up a plain, unblemished mirror 
that will, like Pandora’s Box, draw a peek 
and, without question, produce a shriek 
from many a tarnishing creature reflected.
Time uses other means to make itself known, 
playing grim games, as it did a month ago 
by visiting the young friend of my beloved 
and inflicting upon her brain a wound.
My golden love paled like waxen fruit
recounting the death of this child,
for she was our mirror, at age twenty-two.
We walked together that night in September,
chilled by the air, warmed by our blood
and each other’s touch; the shadows of fall
stretched before us earlier than the day before;
now the trees are growing bald as their leaves
are turning gold, and the tans we earned have faded into
memory, denied the touch of light.
Time’s mirror shows us what we will lose 
if we live with a need to keep the colors 
intact when they are not for us to choose.
My love smiled sullenly for her friend 
and pondered the odds of it happening to herself, 
and I shuddered. How could Time play a lottery 
that requited the winner with such a prize?
But such is life, strangest of games. Blank eyed 
Time, knowing all names, jumps to reflect a face 
withered or a flower prematurely displaced, reminding 
us to know our flowering features, but sip our 
youth as though a rare wine, modestly proud, 
for it is not wise to drink too much water 
and disdain all the thirsty people around.
James J. Smith
An Autumn Rememberance
It was Autumn
When my grandfather died.
He was tall and thin 
(On my mother’s side)
As he was buried 
On that windswept day,
I did not watch;
But only stared at the majestic cemetery trees, 
Thinking about how the leaves 
Are at their most beautiful 
As they fall.
Tom Eckert
I find bliss in the night, 
my spirit soars and 
I emit a light that rivals the stars 
(as only a human soul could)
I can fill any place with emotion
capture the moment
warm it
then release it
just a little different than it was before. 
But the sun is destined to rise 
and upstage me in nature’s play.
But I ’ll wait patiently
and once again,
the night shall be mine.
Anthony Banks
The wind whispers in my ear; 
he says come, and beckons:
A lonely hillside with tall grass waving 
and clouds that dance along the sky 
is waiting . . .
Bare feet run lightly over loose stones, 
caressed by the wind; 
and sleep enters, 
stealthily stealing thru the grass 
to pillow a head that reclines 
on the hill,
and wanders as a lamb 
would wander
until the shepherd 
brings him home.
Barbara Ackerman
Morning Becomes Tradition
Grand treatment 
Usually reserved for . . .
Queens . . . .  Princesses . . . .
Or at least the veterans 
I give to you.
In addition
For tradition,
Soft music
And daisies.
Elevation of my pride,
Enlightening the heart.
Downright excitement 
For the other parts.
Full Moon
Cascading through my window 
Invading our privacy 
or should I say 
Our contorted embrace?
A provision
Of some vision
That we don’t need 
Anyway.
Bright Sun 
Trickles in
As if it had never set—
Dashing across your hair 
Cliche-ridden explanations 
“ Goodbye”.
Subversion of my pride 
A dagger in the heart
Downright desertion of the other parts. 
I resist
The traditional urge 
To say something bonding.
The Sun slips behind a cloud;
Cumulus, I think . . . .
Tom Eckert
Holden Caulfield’s Look at J. Alfred Prufrock
If you really want to know, this Prufrock guy in “The Love Song of 
J. Alfred Prufrock” is kinda sad — he really is. I mean, I ’m not going to 
explicate this poem or anything, like those crumby old professors do — 
they always have to explicate some goddam poem, just for the hell of it. 
Boy, that really kills me. Anyway, I just want to talk about this poor lousy 
Prufrock guy. I kinda feel sorry for him — he had a crumby life, he really 
did.
I ’m not going to talk about the Italian epigraph and all— it’s as boring 
as hell, even though foreign words are supposed to impress you. Eliot 
always puts in foreign words to impress people and it works. People 
always believe you’re a scholarly kind of guy when you put in foreign 
words — smart like my kid sister Phoebe, except she never had to use 
foreign words to prove she was smart. But when Eliot puts in foreign 
words and everything, you’ve got to have five goddam language 
dictionaries with you. For Chrissakes, did you ever try reading Eliot on the 
bus?
It’s not like I ’m complaining or anything, but people never believe you 
when you try to explain why you’re not doing something. They want you to 
do everything. That kills me — I mean, you can’t do everything. What a 
bunch of phonies.
The Prufrock guy, though, he really had a lot of problems with growing 
old and all — that’s why I want to catch kids and keep them from growing 
up. It can be as lousy as hell to be old, if it’s like Prufrock. I mean, take a 
look at all the crap the crumby guy has to go through, while these women 
from nowhere are talking about some Michelango guy, for Chrissakes. 
Prufrock’s already got enough to worry about and everything with 
preparing his lousy face and getting the soot and yellow fog out of his 
crumby thinning hair for the tea party. That’s when the goddam women 
come in. They kill me, they really do.
After that, the poor dumb guy has to actually go to this lousy tea party. 
I mean, you wouldn’t believe the kind of crumby stuff he goes through with 
not knowing whether or not to eat a peach or roll his trousers (you only 
roll your trousers when you’re on the beach, for Chrissakes!), or even 
knowing what the goddam time was. No wonder old Prufrock didn’t have a 
girl or anything — he wasted so much time when he could have been 
murdering and creating and everything. No wonder the mermaids drowned 
him, just for the hell of it. It’s a terrific lot of agony to read, I can tell you. 
But I thought the line “ I have measured out my life with coffee spoons” 
was cute as hell. Eliot always did that to you, putting in lines like that, 
when you thought he was getting to be too much of a phony old scholar.
Kathy Belin
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LAISSEZ-NOUS FAIRE
English teachers and their devoted proteges 
systematically destroy every piece of literature 
which slips into their wretched grasp 
by vivisecting each phrase until it 
“means something.”
Nowadays even fairy tales are dissected 
by these closet pathologists until every 
apple, queen, and spinning wheel 
becomes symbolic of someone’s something.
Is nothing sacred anymore?
Carol Lee Taylor
HISTORY LESSON
Do these girls get told of their beauty,
(or is it the seven thousandth glance in the mirror)?
Do they get told from well-made-up mothers,
on some busy night in the cellar,
with mother hunched over the ironing board,
making especially neat and tidy Dad’s favorite white shirt,
telling of her history with gentlemen callers,
and the daughter, sliding in a vinyl love seat against a backdrop 
of tawdry paneling and the decade’s bowling trophies?
Eyes alit, “you’re beautiful, child.”
Eyes afire with a thought of wonder and little boys, 
who sometimes sit far away and other times sit so close.
Eyes aglaze, of what could be.
It’s just a thought, dear girl, but someday,
You just might get tired of all this, 
you might just get your fill.
And ride off into a desert sunset, between unstately telephone poles, 
perched eagle-like in a battered old pick-up, 
aside a crazed, dark-eyed driver, 
and laugh a beautiful, abundant laugh,
just thinking of your history.
Michael Carneglia
a prayer for growth
wrench from within me lord the good
which seems to leave me at
times like these.
take this gift and don’t let me
waste another moment of your kingdom
frozen i become.
i am cold and silent with 
incapacity
Still present—Life Creator 
so loving that 
i cling to the very 
gift i don’t deserve.
Still loving—Spirit 
so present that 
i shrink from a total 
deliverance Your offer confers.
Still teaching—my Jesus 
so knowing that already 
a fire grows to scatter a 
selfishness my pride prefers.
kevin duffy

The 3rd House
She lives in a doll’s house, 
tiny little furniture and 
tiny little tea parties 
where dolls drink from cups 
never filled
small talk flows from painted lips 
while a meaningless laugh fills the air 
each reflecting emotions as lifeless 
as the porcelain cups.
Physically trapped in a world of joyous apathy, 
her minds escapes to its own private room 
where reality would make 
such a beautiful impression on her soul . . .
He lives in a glass house.
no stones are thrown at him
the house is already made fragile
by the knowledge of his own mortality.
there are no doors.
he wishes his way in;
an intrinsic secret of the glass design.
blinded by angled glares,
his thoughts turn to fantasies
of real people.
fingerprints on the walls would shadow 
such a beautiful impression on his soul . . .
In the house of dreams,
The meeting of the minds occurs.
As they trip into mutual imagination,
She holds the doll’s house in her hand 
He looks with amazement 
He holds the glass house in his hand 
She looks with wonder 
They see into each other’s eyes 
Dropping the houses 
To grasp the other’s hand.
At last, two spirits have touched,
And each is aware of the other.
Now reality may begin.
Anthony Banks
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An Afternoon’s Conversation with the Cat 
(for Sugar and Amanda)
It is the sunlight that warms my fur down to the beige undercoat. But this 
is only in the South windows on the sun porch, where a yellow towel 
covers the cold sill and cushions out the draft of winter snows. The porch 
is too hot in summer, turning the heat within to liquid and wilting the 
Boston ferns. Winter is best—the heat builds to delight. Like a tumble-nest 
of kittens, those early memories of loving warmth and squirming bodies, 
you can sleep in sunshine and dream up childhood.
We’d all sleep, wriggled into one great lump of sweetened fur. A purr 
would ripple through our whole body. A paw in the ear—a tail on the 
nose—all one warm mass. I remember one morning, oozing out of the pile- 
up and staggering around the tumble-box. My spot disappeared with a 
wriggle of tabby fuzz. I dared poke my nose out the rough edged hole—all 
chewed jagged by a knife and our Mom’s teeth and claws. A chill covered 
my face— I meowed. Sunbeams were dusted with dawn and slipped through 
a Roman shade. I sang to the sun-goddess—the sun is female for cats, she is 
a sky mother that nurses clouds and licks them till they rain. I liked 
my morning song and litter mates had begun a chorus behind me. Our song 
brought Mom. Her lime-green eyes were owlish big and glistened with 
sleep. When she sniffed my ear I heard her breath whistle. Her tongue 
assured my whiskers how good the mornings could be, singing in a tumble 
box with litter mates. Just like lying in the sun in a window on a hair 
matted towel.
The towel gets flat, however, and too hairy. Then fern pots are handy- 
lying like a tabby tiger for birds to image in the glass-panes. Sparrow 
shadows glance the floor and through your eyes—song quick. Old nerves 
ruffle the spinal furr in ancient ritual. Spers, as we called sparrows, in the 
long, long ago, would fly and the sun-goddess would guide them into our 
paws with warm magic. She provided food—we provided dance and song.
We still ruffle fur in honour of the oldest dance of the cats. We house- 
dwellers do not capture spers anymore, but we know the dances. So the 
sun-goddess sends the shadows that thrill all the same. Shadows thrill like 
a Mom’s whistling sniff in a tumble box. Oh mew!
Childhood passes—thirteen winters ago my tumble-mates all left to 
rule their own sills. My people have brought a younger cat—only five 
moons old to share my sills—she is too young to reign and plays all the 
day, as tumble-boxers should. At five moons they are too young to 
contemplate the sun-goddess or dance the dances—it is better they play. 
But I ’ve thinking to do with my eyes slit in the sunbeams and dust on my 
fur. I ’ll think of the tumble-box just like this sill.
And change the yellow towel. I ’m not interested in fern pots right now.
Kathy Boyd
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PARADE
Clashingcompeting, the primary colors - 
Reds, Blues, Yellows - 
THICKENTHEAIR in
crayon-squeaking
stickiness
through ears deafened by a RE GI MENTAL din:
train whistles ticking clocks the metallic CLANG of money
as people
stoop
for it.
A CaCaPhOny of sound suffocatingthesoddenair. 
ENOUGH! Mind cluttered - can’t
breathe.. .
Kathy Belin
CAM OUFLAGE
I see you standing up against the wall 
Hoping with a subtle yawn to fade 
Standing, stork-legged, almost in the hall 
Glancing nervous at the door, afraid.
Thrice-filled wine glass in a numbing hand 
Impatient fingers drumming at the sill 
You watch the moments oozing as you stand 
Waiting for a certain time, Until 
The stabbing finger points the proper mark 
You shuttle through a second round of chatter 
Fix your hair up with a nervous comb 
Climb through apparent door into the dark 
Forget the silly water fall of patter 
And go back faded, almost crying, home.
A full half of your waning life you spend 
Painting your face a blatant shade of gray 
So into the black background you might blend 
And hide there softly, nothing more to say.
The other half you frenziedly abuse 
Plodding blindly on, unliked, uncaring,
But obsessed with having proper shoes 
So you might wear what everyone is wearing.
And even now you somehow start to slip
Into polite and boring underbrush
Elude the slightest tinge of different fame
And those who brandish bland convention’s whip
But also those who, weeping, want to touch,
And force you to admit you’re not the same.
Greg Burton
Moon ruled ice black nights 
till city lights outshone her. 
She wept, forsaken.
Thoughts on a Bus Ride: 
Images Observed and Experienced
An Old Woman 
Very, very old 
Her face wrinkles 
And teen-aged boys 
In the back of the bus 
Think her 
Very, very ugly 
Think aloud 
But she is
Very, very beautiful 
Her face wrinkles 
Those wrinkles 
Telling adornments 
Of time 
Of life
Of experience 
Those wrinkles 
Her person 
More lovely than 
Their wasted youth 
And virility 
And handsomeness 
In the back of the bus
Anne Ciecko
Clockwork Climaxes
SLOW 
Two clocks 
Ticking 
Parallel 
Equal 
Touching
Only in the process . . .
Forbidden 
Hand against hand 
Pushing 
Pulling 
Mechanical 
Rhythms
Forgotten in moments . . .
Leading
Us-them-us
Forward
Climactic Chimes 
Gallant Power 
On the hour . . . .
Preferably when the kids are asleep . 
FAST
Tom Eckert
Last Meeting
Poof,
the smoke rises, 
eyes twinkle, 
and it’s over.
The shadows of darkness hide the streaks of tears on your face,
I stared at the everchanging candle 
and held huge drops back,
trying to place myself in some better situation far, far away 
from it all.
A shaky hand,
a head turned in grief that shuts out reality, 
the meal gets cold, 
the wine tastes bitter.
I stare at my water glass,
which sweats as I do in my tight shell,
some bread crumbs lay helpless on an endless plate,
the fresh knife cuts no more.
Silent stares of sad eyes
showing flashes of happiness and being in love.
The times were oh so right.
Why must it come to this stage here and now.
Speechlessness;
I grab the tablecloth tighter in sweaty palms, 
she fixes a hair not out of place.
It is so much like our first meeting;
the restaurant,
the tension,
the low lights,
everyone staring at us;
but instead of beginning,
it ends.
It ends just like that,
in some trail of words and forced goodbyes, 
in an untouchable embrace
where I feel your weak heart pound out love slowly against mine. 
No kisses, 
just emptiness.
And we are no longer lovers, 
but now,
just good friends who will never write long emotional letters 
in late night fits or even pick up that heavy telephone to let 
them know you live on.
Those months passed into history now 
were so special,
the sun was bright and warm as it should.
Now,
you know.
Smooth bodies beaded of sweat no longer touch in the night 
and excite,
long quiet walks I do now alone.
What more is there to say.
Should I run to her and plead on knocking knees that she stay? 
I tried that already.
Everything falls now at the same time.
A juggler am I!,
with my heart in one hand,
her’s in the other
and my life falling somewhere
inbetween.
Gary Miller
TRAJECTORY
Life journeys through a labyrinth
Twisting, yielding, questioning
The selection of paths to intrusive walls.
Catapulted down narrow alleyways 
Ricocheting from side to side 
left turn, right, re-tracing its steps.
How puzzling these passageways 
Appearing right, possibly wrong 
Leading travelers astray in its chutes
Corridors-years explored by many 
Up and back, down, out.
Where some are lost, never to emerge
Yet, others find the way out
Weighing right and wrong turns
Yielding to no trespasses and do not enters
They solved the enigma—
Corridors leading to open doorways 
Where fantasies are facts and goals realized.
Barbara Pomponio
POSTCARD
The skyline opens a child’s mouth, seated in the back of the
family car,
with one eye on a lit tower and the other on daddy’s driving.
The lights take the place of stars that would draw the eye
if it were Jersey, and lunar.
It is Philadelphia though, from Camden, and a bridge.
You see, these cables, they haven’t even 
made up their minds yet.
Their monkey thin arms play on bars of air, seeking.
You will be free to choose for awhile, child.
You could wake up and say yes and go and come or stay.
You could have the faith of Haley’s comet:
keeps coming back, could stay, but doesn’t.
Michael Carneglia
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“Get thee to a Nunnery”—A  Criticism of Joyce Carol Oates
Restriction and freedom are conflicting factors in Joyce Carol Oates’
“ In A Region of Ice.” Oates’ character, Sister Irene, is confined in many 
ways. She is entrapped by the social mores of a religious life as well as the 
social expectations of women. Irene also serves to forge her own chains— 
her own freedom must be self-denied.
Oates protrays the limitations of middle class women through Sister 
Irene. Oates states that her theme is love: “ It takes many different forms, 
many different social levels. I think I write about love in an unconscious 
way.” However, Oates writes unconciously about women’s oppression and 
limitations through the guise of writing about love. For Oates, Love is the 
most freed yet most confined of the emotions. For a sex taught to be 
generous, giving, and emotional, these same qualities are controlled in 
women. Through Oates’ portrayal of society, her imagery taken from 
Shakespearean plays, and Sister Irene’s inner conflicts, one sees the 
constriction put upon women. Through these three aspects, one can also 
see Oates’ awareness.
Sister Irene is hired by the university not because of her abilities but 
because of her convenience. She is hired “at the last moment to save 
money and to head off the appointment of a man of dubious religious 
commitment.” She, as a woman, is not seen as an equal to the other men in 
pay or position since “ the looks she got told her nothing much would be 
expected of her because she was a nun.” Libby Weinstein, the other female 
character in the story, is also seen as unimportant. Both are trapped, one 
as the cloistered, quiet nun, the other as the intimidated, muted mother. 
Oates reveals the oppression put upon productive women in her female 
characters. Both are losing individuality under the suppression of college 
and husband. Libby cannot function without her husband. She had become 
childlike and neurotic under her husband’s constant scolding. Irene has 
become empty and lost like Libby.
In a society where emotion is seen as female and feminine emotion is 
often seen as insanity, the women have too much against them to remain 
whole. As Dorothy Dinnerstein, in her text, The Mermaid and the Minotaur, 
states: “Nevertheless, both sexes recognize the double standard—quite 
correctly, I think—as most damaging to women. Men are on the whole 
content with it. Women on the whole pained by it.” Restriction is the only 
factor in a woman’s life in this story. Education, whether having one or 
being part of academia, does not give freedom. Stagnation seems to be the 
only result. Oates is very critical of the limitations put on women but 
escapes are not shown. For the likes of Irene and Libby are in a play, a 
game where they can never have the leading role and are disappointing as 
understudies.
Oates’ allusions to the Shakespearean plays are no casual 
coincidences. Each of these plays is significant to an overall feminist 
approach to “ In a Region of Ice.” First Romeo and Juliet suggests 
desperate love. A  love affair frowned on in the sixteenth century is again 
frowned on in the twentieth century. The fact that Romeo is a Montague 
intrigues Juliet to desire him all the more, but this fiery love only ends in 
the deception, then death, of the play’s couple. The feared love between 
Allan and Irene is equally as threatening. A nun cannot have anyone—she 
is dedicated to the church. Uniquely, for Irene, this gentle persecuted Jew, 
Allen Weinstein, is a Romeo image. She cannot love Allen without losing 
the love of religion. Without religion, she is nothing. Like Juliet, she is 
condemned to death, either spiritually or socially.
Hamlet suggests doubt. Hamlet’s own indecisions about right and 
wrong, revenge and justice reflect Irene’s own emotional battling. Like 
Ophelia, she must get herself to a nunnery where she will be safe from the 
world’s temptations. However, unlike Ophelia, Irene returns to the nunnery 
and gives up her own desires. She must ignore her own natural emotions 
and remain distant and cold.
Finally, Oates uses Measure for Measure. The novice, Isabella, and the 
nun, Irene, both serve as mediator between imprisoned youths and their 
authorities. Irene, like Isabella, must be cold and self-denying, yet 
affectively persaude the Weinsteins to free their son. However, 
Shakespeare’s play ends happily—Claudio is freed to the arms of his lover 
and Isabella gives up her novice status to follow the Duke. Oates’ story is 
of tragedy. Allen is freed but only to eventually commit suicide. Sister 
Irene remains a nun but is spiritually scarred by her own self-denial.
“ In a Region of Ice,” is a fitting title for Oates’ story. The lives of the 
women portrayed are barren and frozen. They are locked in the cruel ice of 
society—suspended like so many leaves in the layer of ice on a lake. In 
Oates’ story, it seems, oppression is the only way for a woman to exist.
Yet, Oates leaves her reader empty—there is no plan for escape. Irene must 
remain enslaved to her vocation, society, and guilt.
Oates forces the reader to realise that individuality and dignity are lost 
under male domination. Oates, however, does not answer the question 
why the women permit the suppression but allows them to submit. There is 
no hope but to be the lesser sex. In Oates’ world, “ In a Region of Ice,” 
oppression is all there is for women.
Kathy Boyd
Reckless Abandon
It was while watching the skinny dippers
that the far-sighted and ever-excitable Bob
chose to designate us as a pair,
and off we went into the blue darkness,
cursing the sand between the canvas and our feet,
smelling the salt and the one or two marshmallows
left to ooze into the driftwood fire.
We walked round the peninsula, 
stalking the haunted, gnarled mangroves, 
their skeletal arms reaching out to scratch 
an unshaven cheek, a sorely sunburnt shin, 
wondering who it was on that boat with the 
mysterious running lights.
Cement hotels, monoliths from a B-movie,
grew out of the shoreline grass.
And then I remembered what she said, 
that life was a series of scoring cards, 
through a tangle of curly hair and hazel eyes, 
she gave me a truth.
I was told it would be like this.
She poked a marshmallow,
I bit a sandy grit and gave the night a ten, 
for being so imperfect.
Michael Carneglia
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